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Chapter5
Design Space Pruning for Efficient
Slack Allocation and Lifetime
Estimation (for NoC-based
MPSoCs)1

5.1 Introduction

An important metric in modern embedded systems is the expected lifetime:

smaller feature sizes, higher operating frequencies, and thermal issues are

increasing the failure rate of integrated circuits to the point where device

lifetimes are becoming shorter than market expectations. Redundant hard-

ware is typically employed to improve system lifetime. For instance, slack

allocation, which overdesigns the system by provisioning execution and

storage resources beyond those required to operate failure-free, has been

proposed as a low-cost alternative to replicating resources [22, 67]. When

components fail, data and tasks are re-mapped and re-scheduled on re-

sources with slack; as long as performance constraints are satisfied, the

1The contents of this chapter have been based on [7]
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system is considered to be operational despite component failure. For any

given system, the design space of possible slack allocations is large and

complex, consisting of every possible way to replace each component in

the initial system with another component from a library.

In this chapter we propose an exploration framework for Network-on-

Chip (NoC) based MPSoCs that substantially reduces the computational

cost of slack allocation. We make two principal contributions. First, we

develop failure scenario memoization to reduce the computational cost of

lifetime estimation by storing and reusing estimated lifetime values for

systems with one or more failed components. The lifetime of all partially

failed systems is derived and saved (the memory storage cost of such val-

ues is negligible); when a previously explored partially-failed system is

encountered a second time, its expected lifetime is read from a database

rather than re-estimated. It is worth noting that the larger the design

space, the greater the resulting opportunity for reusing lifetime estimation

and speeding up the exploration.

Second, we introduce a correlation-based architecture distance metric

to identify symmetries for clusters of components called islands. In mod-

ern platform- and network-on-chip based design, components are clustered

around switches in the on-chip network. When clusters and the tasks

mapped to them are considered to be symmetric, some configurations have

the same effect on the overall system lifetime. This can be leveraged to

reduce the number of evaluations.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.2 presents a

summary of recent advances in the DSE and lifetime estimation domains.

Section 5.3 presents the key concepts of slack allocation for lifetime im-

provement. Section 5.4 introduces our proposed methodology to accel-

erate DSE for lifetime estimation. The application of our methodology

is described in Section 5.5. Finally, Section 5.6 draws some concluding

remarks.
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Figure 5.1: Overall lifetime optimization flow. The grayed areas are the contri-
butions of this work

5.2 Related Work

5.2.1 System Lifetime Estimation

System lifetime is typically modelled by estimating the system mean time

to failure (MTTF), given assumptions about the failure rates of individual

components and their relationship to (or dependence on) one another.

Historically, the exponential failure distributions have been used because

of the ease with which component failure distributions can be combined

analytically to determine system failure distributions.

For example, without redundancy, the MTTF of a system consisting

of i components is MTTFsys = (
∑

i λi)
−1, where λi is the failure rate of
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the ith component. The exponential distribution, however, because of its

assumption of constant failure rate, has been shown to be inaccurate: semi-

conductor systems tend to have low early lifetime failure rates that grow

as the system ages [85]. A number of researchers have alternatively pro-

posed the use of lognormal failure distributions [22, 85]. However, because

lognormal distributions cannot be combined analytically to determine sys-

tem failure distributions, computationally costly Monte Carlo Simulation

(MCS) campaigns are often used to estimate MTTFsys [67, 85]; evaluating

a single design with MCS may require hundreds if not thousands of tri-

als, which quickly becomes intractable as the design space grows. In this

chapter, we will develop a technique for reusing MCS trials across different

simulated samples for either the same configuration and different configur-

ations, significantly reducing the computational cost of lifetime estimation.

5.2.2 Design Space Exploration

Current state-of-the-art in system-level DSE often employs population-

based, metaheuristic optimization algorithms like hill climbing, simulated

annealing, ant colony optimization, or genetic algorithms. By adjusting

their parameters, or by including domain-specific knowledge, these al-

gorithms can be customized for different DSE problems, thereby increasing

their effectiveness [74, 23, 91].

In [91], the authors exploit knowledge of the platform characteristics

to optimise the DSE search process using two extended genetic operators

that exploit the system symmetry. This approach only works on fully

homogeneous systems (i.e. it is not suitable for heterogeneous systems).

Another promising approach is based on meta-model assisted optimisa-

tion, which combines simple and approximate models with more detailed

and costly simulations [65, 77, 32, 55]. These methods assume that the

meta-models are sufficiently detailed to capture the shape of the design

space. Due to the lognormal distributions involved in the estimation of

the device lifetimes [85] (i.e., lifetime depends on accumulated wear), this

kind of model cannot easily capture the design space.

In [32], the authors prune the design space, eliminating less likely
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configurations using meta-models, while in [55], meta-models are used to

identify the best set of experiments to be performed to improve the accur-

acy of the model. As opposed to this work, these methods do not consider

and characterise symmetry in the architecture.

5.3 Lifetime optimisation background

When a component fails in an NoC-based MPSoC, the system can remain

operational, if sufficient excess resources have been allocated to perform the

tasks of the disabled components. These extra resources are called slack,

i.e., components not needed to satisfy the performance constraints in the

original, fully functioning system [22, 67]. The goal of slack allocation in

the context of lifetime optimisation is to find distributions of slack that

extend system lifetime by making a subset of possible component failure

sequences survivable.

In this work, we define two forms of slack [67]: a processor’s execution

slack as the total number of unused processor cycles that are available

to execute additional tasks in the event that another processor fails or

becomes inaccessible; the storage slack for memory as the total unused

address space that is available to store additional data in the event that a

memory component fails or becomes inaccessible.

The design space for slack allocation is exponential in the number of

system components and consists of every possible way to replace each

component in the initial system with an alternative component from a

library. Furthermore, evaluating the lifetime of any individual system is

computationally expensive: the use of lognormal failure time distributions

requires the use of Monte Carlo Simulation. Therefore, exhaustive search

is intractable, and heuristic algorithms are necessary.

5.3.1 Exploring Slack Allocations

Slack allocation is explored starting from a valid system configuration (i.e.,

component selection and task mapping that fall within the application’s

performance constraints) and replacing components with over-provisioned
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versions, thereby providing additional computation or storage resources.

Each new configuration is analysed to evaluate its estimated lifetime and

its area, as shown in Figure 5.1. In general, lifetime is expected to increase

with slack, as additional slack implies additional opportunities to survive

failure. However, total power and power density often increase as well,

putting downward pressure in MTTF. For some configurations, allocated

slack is not useful, resulting in MTTF degradation. Configurations that are

better than all others for either area or lifetime are kept as best solutions.

While heuristic exploration methods are often proposed in the literat-

ure, the scope of their applicability is often limited to narrowly defined

domains. Metaheuristic search methods like genetic algorithms (GAs), on

the other hand, are designed to operate efficiently with relatively little

design domain knowledge, but at the price of a greater number of design

points to be explored. This can make even metaheuristic exploration in-

tractable for design spaces where the evaluation of a single design point

is costly. However, modern designs are often designed around platforms

with a limited number of different components that are interconnected in

a consistent fashion. Consequently, while two different configurations may

allocate slack to different components, the slack allocations may be similar

enough to consider them to be equivalent, reducing the need for costly

evaluations.

5.3.2 The CQSA framework

The design challenge of slack allocation is efficiently finding the most cost-

effective allocations of execution and storage slack. As mentioned before,

the slack necessary for a system to survive component failure is quantized.

For example, for a system to survive processor failure, enough slack must

be allocated so all of its tasks can be re-mapped. Allocating less slack than

is required to re-map each of the processors tasks serves no purpose.

Furthermore, system lifetime and yield are likely degraded: lifetime

by the increase in system temperature that follows the increase in power

consumption of the upgraded processor, and yield by the increase in com-

ponent area and the resulting increase in vulnerability to defect. We,
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therefore, define the critical quantity [es, ss] of a component as the total

slack, es MIPS of execution slack and ss KB of storage slack, required to

re-schedule and re-map the tasks and data that would be orphaned if that

component were to fail.

The Critical Quantity Slack Allocation (CQSA) [67] jointly optimizes

system lifetime and cost by determining (a) how much slack should be

allocated in the system, and (b) where in the system it should be alloc-

ated, such that the system mean-time-to-failure (MTTF) is increased in

the most area-efficient way as possible. This framework provides us two

functionalities: on one side, it provides an estimation tool to determine

system lifetime of a design point; on the other, it allows for DSE of critical

quantity slack allocation through a greedy procedure.

System MTTF is a function of:

• the target application and given communication architecture;

• component utilization, which is a function of the tasks mapped to a

given component;

• component power, which is derived from component utilization and

other parameters; and,

• component temperature, which is derived from system-level temper-

ature modeling.

System cost (area) is determined using system-level floorplanning. The

result of CQSA is a set of MTTF-area Pareto-optimal designs with vari-

able trade-offs from which the designer may select the design point(s) most

appropriate for the given target application. To achieve this goal, CQSA

performs a series of design space explorations, allocating slack and evaluat-

ing the resulting cost and lifetime of the system. CQSA allocates slack by

replacing low capacity processors and memories with higher capacity slack

or memories, creating opportunity for failures to be survivable by enabling

tasks to be re-mapped and traffic re-routed in ways that potentially still

satisfy performance constraints. Design space exploration focuses on those
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quantities of slack expected to result in cost-effective lifetime improvement,

those defined by critical quantities of slack, in particular critical quantities

for network switches. A detailed analysis of the lifetime improvement that

is possible when focusing exploration on switch critical quantities can be

found in [67].

Using the m unique critical quantities defined by the n system switches

as starting points, CQSA performs a series of exhaustive and greedy exe-

cution and storage slack allocations.

By focusing exploration in this way, CQSA efficiently exposes those

slack allocations that cost-effectively maximize the number of survivable

combinations of processor and switch failures, while pruning away the over-

whelming majority of the design space. The CQSA algorithm is composed

of three stages that consider different sets of critical quantities.

Stage 0 starts with the baseline architecture and incrementally allocates

execution slack to find the best execution slack allocations not covered by a

switch critical quantity. If a system has no switch critical quantities (e.g.,

if no switch failure is survivable under any circumstances), only Stage

0 is performed. Search based on a switch critical quantity proceeds in

two steps: first, an exhaustive search is conducted for the allocation of

the critical quantity of slack that maximizes system MTTF; second, a

greedy search proceeds which incrementally allocates slack. In Stage 1,

this greedy search allocates only execution slack. In Stage 2, this greedy

search allocates both execution and storage slack.

A practical example is shown in Appendix 7.
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5.3.3 System Lifetime Evaluation

System lifetime evaluation represents the inner loop of any lifetime opti-

misation approach. The process of using Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS)

for lifetime estimation is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Given a description

of a system (its processors, memories, switches, and interconnection) and

a task graph representing the application it executes (its computational

tasks, storage tasks, and communication), the initial component utilisa-

tion, power consumption, and temperature (based on the derivation of a

system-level floorplan) are calculated.

Our approach estimates the MTTF using Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS)

[67] to repeatedly generate sample systems which experience randomised

sequences of lognormally-distributed component failures and determine at

what time, on average, enough components have failed such that the sys-

tem is no longer able to satisfy its performance constraints.

This process can be essentially divided into two parts: using component

utilisation, power and temperature to determine component failure distri-

butions and identify which component fails next, and determining if that

failure results in system failure. Component wearout failure distributions

are primarily dependent on component temperature. We use a combin-

ation of scheduling, component-level power modelling, floorplanning and

system-level temperature modelling to derive the component temperatures

that are subsequently used to determine component failure distributions.

Using these distributions, we determine which component in a sample

system is the next to fail. If, after a failure, the sample system can be

re-scheduled, component wear is calculated and component failure distri-

butions are re-calculated to determine the location of the next failure.

Otherwise, the sample system has failed, system failure statistics are up-

dated, and our MCS approach proceeds to the next sample system. This

process continues until the estimated MTTF converges.

In order to determine the MTTF and Time to First Failure (TTFF) of

a system, we must model the changes a system goes through during their

lifetime. System lifetime is modelled by simulating sequences of component
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failures and determining how long performance constraints are satisfiable.

We must make several assumptions about how components in the sys-

tem fail and when these failures cause the overall system to cease func-

tioning in order to better define our problem. Individual processors and

switches within a system may fail over the course of its lifetime. We as-

sume that memories are not susceptible to permanent failure, as they can

be covered by simple row and column redundancy, but they can become

inaccessible when the switches to which they are attached fail. That said,

our approach could be easily adapted to account for situations in which

memories are susceptible to permanent failure by treating them in the

same manner as processors during task mapping.

We also assume that systems can automatically detect component fail-

ure, at which point the operating system signals our task mapping al-

gorithm to execute. In addition to this method of computing task map-

pings reactively (i.e., only when necessary), our task mapping algorithm

can also be triggered at pre-defined time intervals in an effort to proact-

ively address system lifetime. The task mapping algorithm is responsible

for remapping tasks and data from failed resources to those with slack,

re-routing the affected traffic, and improving the lifetime of the system

through decisions made during this process. As long as a valid task map-

ping exists, the system can satisfy its performance constraints and continue

to function [43]. The task mapping process used is described in [43] and it
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is beyond the scope of this chapter.

To accurately estimate the distribution of permanent component fail-

ures due to wear-out, we adopted a lognormal failure distribution model

for each of three temperature-dependent failure mechanisms [86]: elec-

tromigration, time-dependent dielectric breakdown, and thermal cycling.

The probability density function for the lognormal distribution is given

by

f(x) =
1

x
√

2σπ
e−

(ln x−µ)2

2σ2

where µ and σ are shape and scale parameters respectively. Generally we

use σ = 0.5 to model the distribution of wear-out failure mechanisms. We

can define component MTTF due to a particular failure mechanism (FM)

as:

MTTFFM = eµ+
σ2

2 (5.1)

When the MTTF of a component due to a particular failure mechanism

is known, Equation 5.1 can be solved for µ, thereby fully specifying the

component failure distribution for that particular failure mechanism. In

particular, given the three failure mechanisms considered in [67], we have:

Component MTTF due to electromigation

MTTFEM = KEMJ
−ne

E
kT (5.2)

where KEM is a scaling factor, J is the current density of the component,

E is the activation energy for electromigration, k is Boltzmann’s constant,

T is the temperature of the component in Kelvin, and n is a constant based

on the properties of the metal used in the process.

Component MTTF due to time-dependent dielectric breakdown

MTTFTDB = KTDB
1

V a−bT
DD

e
X+Y/T+ZT

kT (5.3)

where KTDB is a scaling factor, VDD is the drain voltage, T is the compon-

ent’s temperature in Kelvin, k is Boltzmanns constant, and a, b,X, Y, Z are
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fitting parameters [67].

Component MTTF due to thermal cycling

MTTFTC = KTC(
1

T − Ta
)c (5.4)

where KTC is a scaling factor, T is the component’s temperature in Kelvin,

Ta is the temperature of the surrounding environment, and c is the Coffin-

Manson exponent [67].

Each failure mechanism is normalized with scaling factor K so that its

MTTF is 30 years for a characterization temperature of 345 K [40]. This

normalization equalizes the effect of the three failure mechanisms on a

given component.

Figure 5.2 (a more detailed view of the “MTTF estimation” box from

Figure 5.1) gives an overview of our lifetime evaluation process for a single

Monte Carlo sample. We use an initial task mapping that minimizes power

dissipation regardless of the task mapping heuristic that will be used later.

We cannot use temperature or wear information to determine the initial

task mapping since components have neither a temperature nor an amount

of wear associated with them yet. The utilization of each component is first

calculated based on that task mapping and given information about the

system and the application (Component Activity Calculator block in Fig-

ure 5.2). Given component activity, component power dissipation can be

derived using data sheet values for processors [9], CACTI [8] for memories,

and ORION [53] for switches (Component Power Calculator block in Figure

5.2). Using the floorplan determined using Parquet [12] and per-component

power dissipation data, steady-state temperatures for each component are

calculated using Hotspot [83] (Component Temperature Calculator block

in Figure 5.2). Our temperature modelling assumptions (range, average

value, etc.) are designed to match previously published temperature mod-

elling assumptions for the same types of systems [25]. These component

temperatures are then used to shape the failure distribution for each failure

mechanism.
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For each Monte Carlo sample, failure times are randomly selected from

the initial failure distributions of each failure mechanism of each component

(processors and switches). The failure distribution for each failure mech-

anism of a component is based on that component’s temperature which is

derived from the current task mapping.

Once the failure distributions are computed, we determine which com-

ponent in the system has the earliest failure time based on the amount of

wear that has been accumulated so far (FM Update/Component Failure

block in Figure 5.2). In addition to their place in the simulation, we use the

time to failure and accumulated wear values that are calculated in this step

as outputs from the wear sensors we assume to exist on chip, and these

values are used as input to our wear-based task mapping heuristic. We

mark this component as failed and proceed to the task mapping process.

If we are able to find a valid task mapping, the system operational path

is taken, and the simulation loop begins another iteration. If a valid task

mapping does not exist, the system failed path is taken, and we record the

current simulation time as the failure time for the sample system.

It is worth noting that the computational cost of MCS can be signific-

ant: floorplanning is required to support thermal modelling, and a thermal

simulation is required each time a failure is survived. In our experiments we

use 10, 000 Monte Carlo samples per design point, which requires up to 2

minutes of simulation for a 26-component system. Consequently, MCS en-

counters many similar partially failed system configurations that, at most,

differ only in the precise sequence in which components have failed and

exact times those failures occurred.

5.4 Proposed Design Space Pruning

To reduce the computational cost of design space exploration in the con-

text of lifetime optimisation, we propose two pruning approaches: the

first reduces the number of samples evaluated during MTTF estimation

by storing and reusing partial results; the second reduces the number of

configurations to be explored during DSE by exploiting symmetries in the
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design under analysis.

5.4.1 Memoization of Lifetime Estimation

We propose to improve the efficiency of slack allocation by using the memo-

ization of system lifetime estimates of intermediate states during failure

simulation, thereby accelerating the evaluation of multiple designs in the

design space. Memoization saves partial results so that if the same calcu-

lation occurs later, the result is available.

The computational cost of MCS-based lifetime estimation is in its repe-

tition: hundreds if not thousands of trials are required for accurate estim-

ation. However, much of this work is redundant: the hottest components

tend to fail first, followed by the next hottest, etc., resulting in MCS trials

that are qualitatively the same except for small differences in the ordering

and timing of component failures. We hypothesise that lifetime estimation

will be significantly accelerated if this redundant simulation is replaced by

table lookups.

To make memoization most effective, we propose to perform an initial

lifetime estimation using exponential, as opposed to lognormal, failure dis-

tributions. This approximation is a key contribution of our meth-

odology. Since the failure rate of under an exponential distribution is

constant, the estimated system lifetime is not dependent on accumulated

wear.

Definition 5.4.1. We define a scenario s as a set of working components

in an NoC-based MPSoC with a specific task and storage mapping.

Consider a scenario s reached by the sample systems i and j after

two component failures. MCS sample generation implies that the absolute

failure times of components in each sample are unlikely to be the same.

Despite this, it is entirely possible that each system has experienced the

same two failures, if at different times and in different orders, thereby

reaching the same scenario. Under a lognormal model, the time-to-failure

for system i when reaching scenario s tells us little about the time-to-failure

for system j: lognormal time-to-failure is dependent on wear. Under an
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exponential model, the probability density distribution function of a failure

is:

f(x) =

{
λe−λx x ≥ 0

0 x < 0
(5.5)

where λ is the rate parameter of the distribution. The component MTTF

due to a particular failure mechanism is equal to the mean of the exponen-

tial distributed variable

MTTFFM = E[f(x)] =
1

λ
(5.6)

Under an exponential model, the time-to-failure for scenario s for any sys-

tem is the same, regardless of the timing and ordering of previous failures,

since an exponential distributed variable X obeys to the memoryless prop-

erty:

P (X > s+ t|X > s) = P (X > t), ∀s, t ≥ 0 (5.7)

This relationship implies that if the waiting time X is conditioned on a

failure to observe the event over some initial period of time s, the distribu-

tion of the remaining waiting time is the same as the original unconditional

distribution. For example, if a failure has not occurred after s seconds, the

conditional probability that occurrence will take at least t more seconds is

equal to the unconditioned probability of observing the event more than t

seconds relative to the initial time.

Using this exponential failure model, having observed the time-to-

failure for scenario s once, recalculating it would be redundant.

As we just observed, the exponential model has a fixed failure rate

and it is much more simple. However, using the exponential distribution

leads to inaccurate MTTF estimation. As is shown in Figure 5.3, the

MTTF of designs with low lifetime is underestimated, while the MTTF of

designs with high lifetime is overestimated. Nevertheless, this inaccuracy

is not an issue in the context of DSE for electronic systems: the MTTF

ranking of any two design points is generally respected, with an acceptable

error of a few months over a multi-year lifetime (when projected over the

corresponding lognormal distribution).
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In fact, we observe that the maximum error in ranking for the expo-

nential distribution is ±3 years, which, when projected on a lognormal

estimator, is reduced to ±0.5 years. This implies that using the expo-

nential distribution instead of the lognormal distribution will not affect

the search for the Pareto-optimal solutions for the slack allocation prob-

lem while performing DSE. Once the Pareto front is estimated, the actual

MTTF of each design point on the front can be recalculated using the

lognormal distribution, effectively resolving any discrepancy in accuracy.
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5.4.2 Lifetime Estimation Approach

Within our lifetime estimation framework, the failure times of partial sys-

tems are memoized during Monte Carlo Simulation so that they can be

reused during subsequent MCS trials. For each sample system i, when

time is advanced to the jth component failure, we record the relative com-

ponent failure time tj between the j−1th and jth failure. The failure time

Fi for system i occurs when the Kth failure occurs and the system is unable

to meet performance constraints: Fi =
∑K

j=1 tj . Once the failure time of

sample system i is determined, we can work backward to determine the

failure time of all preceding functional systems, and store these values for

future use. To explore the slack allocation design space, we adopted the

popular genetic algorithm NSGA-II [29] (Non-dominated Sorting Genetic

Algorithm-II). It is worth noting that the proposed pruning techniques do

not depend on a particular search algorithm, and that they can be applied

to any metaheuristic.

Figure 5.4 shows a simple example of slack allocation DSE where we
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have six architectures to explore, A,B,C,D,E, F . Let us assume that

design A is explored first: determining its MTTF requires that four scen-

arios be evaluated, as shown in Figure 5.4.

Let us assume now that architecture B converges to the same working

scenario at the second component failure. We, therefore, have that B can

reuse the same scenario prediction as A from the second component failure.

Anytime a system configuration has been previously evaluated (i.e. it is

known), we can immediately determine its associated failure time, and use

it to calculate the overall system lifetime of a sample system, independently

of the sequence of failures that lead the system to the known state.

Figure 5.5 shows the number of intermediate scenarios that are ex-

plored with and without the proposed memoization technique over the first

200 design points of a DSE run. As the order of the exploration affects

memoization performance, we used both random (as done by NSGA-II)

and sequential design point selection (as done by exhaustive search). Se-

quential selection favors memoization because it explores similar configur-

ations first, promoting the generation of a large failure scenario database.

Figure 5.5 includes the worst (random) and best (sequential) cases for

memoization. Overall, we have a reduction between 15% and 30% in the

computational effort, with the perspective that the larger the design space,

the greater the benefit.

5.4.3 Exploiting Architectural Symmetry

We propose to further improve the efficiency of slack allocation by taking

advantage of the architectural symmetry present in modern platform-based

MPSoC designs. In a wide variety of NoC topologies, groups of compon-

ents have the same “view” of the rest of the system. Consider a ring of

homogeneous processors: access to resources in the system is isomorphic

for each processor. Even with heterogeneous resources, mesh, torus, tree,

and other regular topologies may have components for which access to

other components is identical or similar to that of other components in the

system. As slack allocated to any one resource with such an isomorphic

view may be equivalent to slack allocated to another, when task mappings
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Figure 5.5: Number of scenarios evaluated during the exploration of the MPEG4
CPL1 benchmark with (-mem) and without the proposed memoization technique
using random (rnd) or sequential (seq) selection

are changed accordingly, such symmetry presents an opportunity for design

space pruning: only one such design needs to be evaluated. We speculate

that even design points that are almost, but not perfectly, symmetrical

will have very similar areas and expected lifetimes. We trade off some ac-

curacy for exploration speed by avoiding the evaluation of configurations

with a high degree of symmetry with regard to previously evaluated design

points.

To determine the degree of symmetry between design points we intro-

duce a correlation-based architecture distance metric. When the distance

between two designs is sufficiently small, the area and MTTF evaluation

for one may be used for the other, accelerating design space exploration.

A NoC topology defines the structure of a concrete instance of a net-

work. Typically a topology is defined in terms of computing cores that
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are connected to the network by the means of switches. The switches in

turn are interconnected using links. We assume that each core and each

memory has bi-directional links to a switch. Each switch can be connected

to multiple cores and memories.

Definition 5.4.2. An island is a set of components (memory/processor)

plus one directly connected network switch.

Definition 5.4.3. We define the distance d(IA, IB) between two islands

IA, IB in a network N as the minimum number of hops needed for their

communication through N :

∀IA, IB ∈ N, d(IA, IB) = min
k
{Lk}

with Lk = (l1, l2, . . . lk), where k is the cardinality of the path Lk formed

by the hops l1, l2, · · · lk.

Definition 5.4.4. Given a communication network, an island IA is equi-

valent to another island IB, denoted by ≡, if it contains the same number

and type of components as IB. Here, M is the number of components

CAk , C
B
k in the islands IA, IB.

IA ≡ IB → {CAk } ≡ {CBk }

with CAk ∈ IA, CBk ∈ IB, and k = 1, . . . ,M .

Definition 5.4.5. Given a communication network, IA ∼ IB means that

an island IA is symmetric to an island IB if: i) IA ≡ IB (the islands IA,

IB are equivalent), or ii)

d(IA, In) = d(IB, Im) ∀{In, Im} ∈ N, In ≡ Im

That is, the two islands IA, IB have the same distance from all the

equivalent islands {In, Im} in the network N .
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Fig. 5: MPEG-4 CPL1. If either switch 2 or 3 fail in (b), the system fails; however, any
switch failure is survivable when the system is made a ring in (c).
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Fig. 6: MPEG-4 CPL1 results. Unsurvivable switch failures limit the usefulness, and
resulting lifetime benefit from, storage slack in CPL1 4-s relative to 5-s.

storage slack marginally extends lifetime improvement to 12% for a 65% increase in
area (design A to D).
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Figure 5.6: Task graph for the MPEG4-CPL1 application

Definition 5.4.6. Given two symmetric islands IA and IB, we define the

intra-island distance as the sum of the minimum distances between the

permutations aAPM , aBPM of all the possible slack allocations aA, aB in

the M processor and memory components of the islands IA and IB:

dintra−I(IA, IB) =
∑

d(aAPM , aBPM ), IA ∼ IB

Definition 5.4.7. Given two architecture instances Ni, Nj of the network

N , we define the architecture distance as the sum of the intra-island dis-

tances of all sets of symmetric islands in the network N :

darch(Ni, Nj) =
∑

i∈Ni,j∈Nj

dintra−I(Ii, Ij), Ii ∼ Ij

Let us consider the example in Figure 5.7(b). This communication

architecture presents a couple of symmetric islands, namely IA and ID.

Given any permutation of the same execution and storage slack alloca-

tion within those islands, according to our definition the intra-island dis-

tance dintra−I(IA, ID) will be 0. We can assume that design points with

dintra−I(IA, ID) = 0 and the same slack allocations for all the other com-

ponents would give similar values of system lifetime and area. We confirm

this hypothesis by checking the correlation of lifetime results for pairs of

design points. Given the architecture in Figure 5.7(b) and the applica-

tion in Figure 5.6, we create a random set of 450 design points. Then,

we compute the architecture distance between the design point with the

lowest MTTF and all the others, and sort the design points according to
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Fig. 1: The location of slack and the communication architecture both determine the
set of survivable failures.

to the literature for a more detailed discussion of lifetime-aware task mapping and
re-mapping [Huang et al. 2009; Hartman et al. 2010; Hartman and Thomas 2012].

For re-mapping and re-routing to work, however, slack must be distributed, or al-
located, in such a way that it is accessible: if component C fails and its tasks are to
be re-mapped to component S, there must be a path and sufficient bandwidth in the
network to route C ’s inputs to S and to C ’s outputs from S. Slack allocation is the
process of identifying where and how much execution and storage slack should be dis-
tributed in a system. Optimal slack allocations distribute just enough slack at just
the right locations so as to maximize one objective, lifetime or yield, while minimizing
another, manufacturing area (cost). For example, consider the core graph and architec-
tures illustrated in Figure 1(a) and (b). Each task (cloud) En in Figure 1(a) is mapped
to processor (square) Pn in Figure 1(b) and is assumed to have the same computational
complexity. Each storage task (cylinder) Sn is mapped to memory (rounded rectangle)
Mn and is assumed to have the same address space requirement. Arrows are unidi-
rectional links, and solid lines are bi-directional links. We assume that traffic can’t be
routed through processors or memories; only switches can forward traffic.

Let us now assume that processor P2 has enough slack to accommodate an addi-
tional computational task. Because of the use of unidirectional links in this architec-
ture, only the failure of P3 is survivable. If P3 fails, its input and output traffic can be
completely re-routed to and from P2. Consider P6, instead. P6 receives its inputs from
P5 and sends its output to P7. If P6 fails, under the assumption that it receives its
input from P5, there are no paths by which P2 can receive the input traffic originally
intended for P6, or send the output traffic originally intended for P7. As a result, the
failure of P6 results in system failure. In this scenario, any of P5-P9 is a better loca-
tion for the slack allocated to P2. If, for instance, slack is allocated to P5, four different
processor failures would be survivable.

It is also worth noting here that communication architecture can significantly in-
fluence the accessibility of slack, and therefore the opportunity for averting system
failure in the presence of component failure. In the case of the four-switch implemen-
tation in Figure 1(c), slack allocated to any processor in the system can potentially be
utilized when any other processor in the system fails. Provided that link bandwidth
limits aren’t exceeded, in this architecture traffic can be more flexibly re-routed than
in the three-switch implementation in Figure 1(b). For instance, in the three-switch
implementation, if P1 or P4 fail, the architecture is effectively cut in two, with neither
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Fig. 1: The location of slack and the communication architecture both determine the
set of survivable failures.

to the literature for a more detailed discussion of lifetime-aware task mapping and
re-mapping [Huang et al. 2009; Hartman et al. 2010; Hartman and Thomas 2012].

For re-mapping and re-routing to work, however, slack must be distributed, or al-
located, in such a way that it is accessible: if component C fails and its tasks are to
be re-mapped to component S, there must be a path and sufficient bandwidth in the
network to route C ’s inputs to S and to C ’s outputs from S. Slack allocation is the
process of identifying where and how much execution and storage slack should be dis-
tributed in a system. Optimal slack allocations distribute just enough slack at just
the right locations so as to maximize one objective, lifetime or yield, while minimizing
another, manufacturing area (cost). For example, consider the core graph and architec-
tures illustrated in Figure 1(a) and (b). Each task (cloud) En in Figure 1(a) is mapped
to processor (square) Pn in Figure 1(b) and is assumed to have the same computational
complexity. Each storage task (cylinder) Sn is mapped to memory (rounded rectangle)
Mn and is assumed to have the same address space requirement. Arrows are unidi-
rectional links, and solid lines are bi-directional links. We assume that traffic can’t be
routed through processors or memories; only switches can forward traffic.

Let us now assume that processor P2 has enough slack to accommodate an addi-
tional computational task. Because of the use of unidirectional links in this architec-
ture, only the failure of P3 is survivable. If P3 fails, its input and output traffic can be
completely re-routed to and from P2. Consider P6, instead. P6 receives its inputs from
P5 and sends its output to P7. If P6 fails, under the assumption that it receives its
input from P5, there are no paths by which P2 can receive the input traffic originally
intended for P6, or send the output traffic originally intended for P7. As a result, the
failure of P6 results in system failure. In this scenario, any of P5-P9 is a better loca-
tion for the slack allocated to P2. If, for instance, slack is allocated to P5, four different
processor failures would be survivable.

It is also worth noting here that communication architecture can significantly in-
fluence the accessibility of slack, and therefore the opportunity for averting system
failure in the presence of component failure. In the case of the four-switch implemen-
tation in Figure 1(c), slack allocated to any processor in the system can potentially be
utilized when any other processor in the system fails. Provided that link bandwidth
limits aren’t exceeded, in this architecture traffic can be more flexibly re-routed than
in the three-switch implementation in Figure 1(b). For instance, in the three-switch
implementation, if P1 or P4 fail, the architecture is effectively cut in two, with neither
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Figure 5.7: Task graph for the MWD application and its communication archi-
tecture

ascending architecture distance.

Our results are shown in Figure 5.8: the blue line is the ordered MTTF

difference between the shortest-lived design point and all other points, and

the green line is the corresponding architecture distance. It is easy to verify

that the two curves are highly correlated (ρ = 0.96), indicating that higher

architecture distance leads to higher difference in MTTF between design

points. We also observe that design points with the same architectural

distance have roughly the same MTTF difference from a reference. For

example, Figure 5.8 shows that an architecture distance of 2 corresponds

to a maximum MTTF difference 0.45 years.

These results suggest that we can set an architectural distance threshold

TD and reuse previously estimated MTTF values when the architectural

distance of a new design point from some other previously evaluated design

is below the threshold. We, therefore, only simulate when the distance from

the new design to every other previously evaluated design is greater than

TD. It is worth noting that the selection of the threshold depends on the

design space and its optimal value can only be found via sampling. How-

ever, we found that a conservative threshold TD = 2 did not negatively
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Figure 5.8: MTTF difference (blue) and Architectural distance (green) between
design points for the MPEG4 CPL1 benchmark

affect the accuracy of our DSE while providing a substantial reduction in

the number of explored design points.

5.5 Experimental Results

In our experiments we use two benchmark applications: Multi-Window

Display (MWD) [48], and an MPEG-4 Core Profile Level 1 (MPEG4-

CPL1) decoder [47, 58]. We show our task graph for MWD and MPEG4-

CPL1 in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.6, respectively. These applications are

mapped on 8- and 9-core MPSoCs using different NoC topologies: ring,

star, mesh, and tree. We constructed our systems using components from a

library consisting of three different ARM processors (M3, ARM9, ARM11),

nine SRAMs sized from 64 KB to 2 MB, and network switches with 3x3,

4x4, and 5x5 crossbars.

The ring, star and tree-based NoC designs use five switches to inter-

connect nine processors and four memories, while the mesh-based design

uses eight processors and four memories. Execution slack is allocated by

replacing the ARM M3s (125 MIPS, millions of instructions per second)

with ARM9s (250 MIPS) or ARM11s (500 MIPS), or by replacing ARM9s

with ARM11s. Storage slack is allocated by replacing smaller memories
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with larger ones. We enforce a two-communication-port-per-core limit.

In our experiments, we model failures due to electromigration, time-

dependent dielectric breakdown, and thermal cycling [41]. The MTTF of

each failure mechanism for each component type is normalized to 30 years

for the characterization temperature of 345 K [50]. For the NSGA − II
algorithm we use a population of 70 design points and 200 generations.

Our results are summarised in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10. We com-

pare the performance of (a) NSGA-II with our proposed pruning approach

(NSGA-II-pruning), (b) standard NSGA-II without pruning (NSGA-II),

and (c) the Critical Quantity Slack Allocation (CQSA) heuristic approach [67],

using two assessment criteria:

• Quality of the solution set (ADRS). How well each technique approx-

imates the reference Pareto front (which was obtained using exhaust-

ive exploration) after running to convergence (see Figure 5.9). In par-
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ticular, we use the Average Distance from Reference Set (ADRS) [26],

which measures the distance between the solutions set p(A) and the

Pareto-optimal set R, obtained through exhaustive search:

ADRS(p(A), R) =
1

|R|
∑
xp∈R

min d{ ~xp,~a}
~a ∈ p(A)

where

d{ ~xp,~a} = max
j=1,··· ,M

{
0,

fj(~a)−fj( ~xp)
fj( ~xp)

}
and M is the number of objective functions. A smaller ADRS value

indicates that the distribution of the solutions is closer to the refer-

ence Pareto front and, therefore, better.

• Number of evaluations and samples. The total number of design

points (shown in Figure 5.9 on top of the bars), and Monte Carlo

simulation samples (shown in Figure 5.10, needed by the optimisation
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Figure 5.11: Average DSE time for the MPEG4 CPL1 and MWD applications

techniques to run to convergence.

5.5.1 Quality of the solution set

We observe that our methodology always produces more accurate results

than CQSA, with a global improvement from 0 to 61%. This is due to the

fact that CQSA uses a greedy approach which easily leads to sub-optimal

results, while our method employs a more effective genetic multi-objective

optimization algorithm.

To verify that no additional error is introduced with our pruning meth-

odology, we compare its ADRS with the ADRS obtained using a standard

NSGA-II without pruning. The error bars in Figure 5.9 show that the

ADRS of our method is not significantly different w.r.t. NSGA-II without

pruning, proving that our architecture distance’s error is negligible.

This is confirmed by a paired t-test with the null hypothesis being that

matched samples from NSGA-II and NSGA-II-pruning come from distri-

butions with equal means. The difference between the two distributions is
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assumed to come from a normal distribution with unknown variance. The

results of the t-test for all the four types of NoC-architectures does not

reject the null hypothesis with high p-values2, e.g. p = 0.6986 for the star

topology.

5.5.2 Number of evaluations and samples

Having assured that our methodology does not negatively affect the accur-

acy of the exploration, we determine its effect in terms of performance im-

provement. Using memoization, our methodology reduces the total number

of samples explored by 63 ± 14% on average across the two applications

(MPEG4 CPL1 and MWD). The normalized improvement is shown in Fig-

ure 5.10 The simulation time is further reduced by the application of our

symmetry-based pruning: the number of explored points is reduced by

38± 19%, as shown inf Figure 5.9 above the bars.

To understand the actual impact of these results on simulation time,

we present the average wall-clock times for a DSE experiment, using both

CQSA [67] and the proposed NGSA-II-pruning method in Figure 5.11 (the

average wall-clock timing of the NSGA-II without pruning approach is

equivalent to CQSA [67] and, therefore, not shown).

These results indicate that our pruning-based approach is a promising

technique, yielding to solutions similar in terms of quality but at a fraction

of the execution time when compared to the state-of-the-art.

The total improvement for the limited-size examples used in this chapter

(to allow for exhaustive search) is above 3 times when compared to CQSA

[67] and NSGA-II without pruning.

An interesting characteristic of our method is that it scales with the

complexity of the application and architectures used, giving higher rewards

for larger design spaces. For instance, using a more complex architecture

with 20 processors, 5 memories and 10 switches, corresponds to a reduction

in exploration time from ∼30 hours to around 6.5 hours, meaning a factor

2The p− value is the probability of observing the given result, or one more extreme,
by chance if the null hypothesis is true. Small values of P cast doubt on the validity of
the null hypothesis.
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of 4.7 on our 8-core Intel i7 @ 2.93Ghz for the MPEG4 CPL1 benchmark

with a ring topology. This shows promise of better results for larger design

spaces.

5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter we presented two techniques for accelerating design space

exploration (DSE) of slack allocation: failure scenario memoization, which

speeds up MTTF estimation by reusing partial results, and symmetry

thresholding, a set of metrics to identify similarities among system config-

urations to reduce the number of MTTF evaluations needed during system-

level DSE for reliability. We verified the proposed techniques on four NoC

topologies using two different applications.

Our approach globally reduces the number of design points evaluations

needed during system-level DSE by a factor from 3 to 5, maintaining the

same level of accuracy of state-of-the-art exploration algorithms.


